Company Details

stabaArte GmbH
Wildparkstraße 4
D-51674 Wiehl

fon +49 (0)2262 / 71 24 90
fax +49 (0)2262 / 71 79 49
Mail: info@stabaarte.de
www.stabaarte.de

Management Jörn Liebelt

Register Court: Köln

Register ID.: HRB 50689

USt.-Ident-Nr.: DE 813685517

Technical Inquiries:
webmaster@stabaarte.com
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Website Design:
Susanne Hübner
www.artsiteconcepts.de

fotos©:
Frank Baquet
www.baquet-fotodesign.de

stabaArte has exercised due diligence in checking that the information and data provided on this website is correct. Please note that
the data on this website is intended for information purposes only and is therefore not binding.
Any information on this website that may be construed as an offer is without obligation. The currently applicable terms and
conditions of stabaArte GmbH apply in all cases. stabaArte reserves the right to add to, change or update the information and data
provided without notice.
No representation is made or warranty given for the topicality, correctness and completeness of the information and data provided.
This also applies to all websites that can be accessed from the stabaArte website via a link or hyperlink. stabaArte is not responsible
nor shall it be liable for the content of such linked sites.
stabaArte distances itself expressly from the contents, graphics and other visual media and/or forms of presentation on these linked
websites. Should
stabaArte learn or be notified by a third party of an infringement of the applicable law by a linked website,
staba
Arte
will immediately arrange to have the link removed from its website.
The contents of the stabaArte website are copyright protected. Any utilization of audio or video sequences, graphics, graphical
animations or presentations and texts in other electronic or printed publications, either in full or in part, is strictly prohibited. All
rights are retained, without exception, by stabaArte or the author.
All brand names and trademarks mentioned on this website and those protected by third parties are subject, without exception, to
the provisions in the respective labeling act and the proprietary rights of the registered owner(s). In the event of an inadvertent
infringement of genuine rights, stabaArte will, on request, immediately take remedial action.
All the information and data, its utilization and the log-in procedure for the stabaArte website and all data-related action, toleration or
omission is subject to German law only.
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